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Is lexus nx300 a good car

Q. My wife has a 2006 Nissan Altima with 29,800 miles. I had to jump it several times in the last few months even though the battery is less than a year old. The day before the storm she called AAA because it wouldn’t start. The tech said the battery tested 11.3 volts and he suggested not using the remote to start and run the car thinking it was not
allowing the battery to charge. Today it wouldn’t start so I used my jump pack (something you recommend every driver keep in their car). When I opened the hood, the entire engine was covered with snow. After brushing off the snow and drying the battery terminals I jumped it and took it for a 30-minute ride. Do you have any idea what may be going
on? A. The idea that the battery voltage was down to 11.3 volts indicates that the battery was quite discharged. This could be due to a parasitic drain, leaving the lights or a door ajar or even a faulty battery. At this point the best thing to do would be fully charge the battery and retest the electrical system. Some common problems are the alternator,
cause a voltage draw, and the intelligent power distribution module (located under the hood) can get corroded and cause an issue. Q. I have a question about my 2005 Chevy Cobalt. The red brake light comes on and sometimes goes off. Yesterday the low brake fluid light was going on and off. I leveled off the brake fluid. The light is off and everything
seems fine, should I get my brakes checked out? A. As the disc brake pads wear the brake fluid level will go down in the master cylinder reservoir . At this point the best thing to do would have the entire brake system inspected. Although you may have solved the issue with the brake light illuminating by topping off the brake fluid, proper working
brakes are critical and should be looked at as soon as possible. Q. I have a 2020 Lexus NX300 which I love except for a few features that my previous RX 350 had, that this car doesn’t. A few months ago I was attempting to drive across a parking lot to go through and out to the street. There was a business next to the bakery that I was pulling away
from, as I slowly started to go across the lot there was a guard rail that was low, and I did not see it. I wrecked the front end of my vehicle to the tune of $10,000 damage. My question is why the car didn’t beep a warning as it does always when I’m parking and going too close to another car or why the automatic brake system failed. I was going very
slow when it happened, do you think I should speak to Lexus about this. A. Advanced driver assistance features can be quite helpful but were never designed to take the place of a fully engaged driver. Your vehicle speed may have been just right that the parking sensors were no longer operational. Here is what Lexus says, the automatic braking
system can detect a pedestrian, vehicle or other obstacles in its path. Under the right conditions if your vehicle detects a frontal collision, it’s designed to use Brake Assist to apply pressure to the brakes for you. In certain instances, Brake Assist can automatically bring your Lexus to a stop for you. Certainly, I would address the collision with Lexus
but it has been my experience and the experience of AAA engineers, that these systems work in ideal conditions, but may not work at all in inclement weather or even curves in the road. Q. Since I can’t seem to be able to buy the new compact truck from Ford the Maverick what do you think of small truck from Hyundai, the Santa-Cruz. What are your
impressions of this modern day Chevy El Camino? A. The Santa-Cruz is built on the same platform as the Hyundai Tucson with similar cabin space. The Cargo bed in small but fairly deep and it has its own lockable trunk. The model that I drove had a roll up cargo cover that looked sturdy enough to stand on and a two-position tail gate allowed for
extending the cargo area a bit. I tested the model with the more powerful engine, that was certainly a good performer but wasn’t particularly fuel efficient. I only averaged 23 miles per gallon. Overall, the Santa Cruz is quite a versatile and practical vehicle and should fit the needs of many buyers and easy for me to recommend. Q. What tire would you
recommend for a 2013 Honda Pilot? A. Recommending tires for a particular vehicle is like recommending running shoes for someone. There are budgets, performance and even style to be considered. I tend to feel the most comfortable with a name brand tire. One reason is that is you are on the road and you have a tire failure, it would be easier to
match a name brand tire. One tire that is receiving very good reviews is the Michelin Cross Climate II. This tire works extremely well in snow, ice and cold weather as well as dry roads and rain. Reader Comment: You recently mentioned the best thing to do is if you are snowbird and going away for the winter and leaving your car is to have a relative
or neighbor use the car. Although this may be good for the car, there are some possible issues that should be considered. What happens if the kindly neighbor gets into an accident? What about if the car sufferers a mechanical failure, who pays for the repairs and what happens if that mechanical issue causes a crash. These are all things to be
considered before handing over the keys to your car to a friend, relative or neighbor. Car Problems? Email the Car Doctor jpaul@aaanortheast.com. All questions get a personal reply. — John Paul, Senior Manager, Public Affairs and Traffic Safety, AAA Northeast loading reading writing saving searching There was an error loading the page; please try
to refresh the page.
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